ABSTRACT This paper studies the compressive data gathering problem in terms of Bayesian theory for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with a mobile sink. In such WSNs, designing an optimal tour path for sink is a challenge task, because topology is time-varying and needs to consider latency. In this paper, we formulate the above-mentioned issue as an optimal problem. To resolve the NP-hard problem, a modified shuffled frog leaping algorithm with a delay constraint is provided, where chaos techniques are utilized to obtain a diversified population and an adaptive step update strategy is given to accelerate convergence ratio. In particular, a novel Bayesian compressive sensing-data gathering strategy is introduced, where constraint selection schedule of gathering nodes (GNs) is developed. It jointly considers nodes' residual energy and distance to the center of deployment area, thereby balancing network load. Mobile sink only visits those GNs rather than all sensor nodes (SNs) along the controlled path. In addition, SNs transmit data to its own GN through the shortest path, and thus, they are included within the same region called cell. More importantly, the capacity of our proposed scheme is analyzed, and we derive that it can achieve (W /(M × (2 + ) 2 )) capacity per node. Finally, extensive simulations are implemented to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of a great many of sensor nodes deployed in a variety of fields. They have widely applications, some of which include traffic surveillance [1] , agriculture [2] and environment monitoring [3] - [5] . Due to the development of embedded system and wireless communication, it has made a significant progress in WSNs. In such wireless networks, each sensor node can gather and process data, to forward those data received from the other nodes' and thus back to the one or more sink nodes via a single or multi-hop routing. However, the limited capacity and battery not easy to replace or rechargeable constrain us to obtain fully benefits from WSNs. Hence, a large number of traditional data gathering schemes are presented to decrease energy consumption of WSNs [6] - [9] . In the recent years, Compressive Sensing (CS) technique provides a unique scheduling in data gathering of WSNs. The reason is that CS is a novel sampling paradigm that takes advantage of the sparse properties of the physical signal in real world, which makes it possible to reconstruct the original signal from a small fraction of measurements [10] . Additionally, in terms of Bayesian theory, it has demonstrated that utilizing relevance vector machine (RVM), the results from Bayesian analysis are sparser than the state of art CS solutions [11] .
Furthermore, compared with the traditional CS technique, BCS has a significantly accelerated rate of convergence [12] . As a consequent, BCS is able to perform compression and sensing simultaneously to dramatically decrease the load of transmission and has a relative faster convergence rate.
Sensor nodes that near the sink tend to become congested because of forwarding data from the other nodes that are farther away in WSNs. This will result in unbalance energy depletion and lead to the hotspot problem [13] or energy holes [14] - [17] . Therefore, much research effort has been dedicated to avoid the issue. Recently, researches [15] , [18] , [19] - [22] exploit sink mobility to balance the energy consumption of the whole WSNs and thus prevent energy holes. According to the trajectory of mobile sink, it can be classified into two categories: random mobility [15] , [18] , controlled mobility [19] - [21] . In [15] and [18] , mobile sink s are mounted on some animals or people to gathering the interest information in the monitoring environment where the sink trajectories are random. The advantage of the scheduling is salient, which is easy to implement. However, it also suffers from shortcomings such as poor performance, uncontrolled path and so on. In the scenarios, the trajectories of the mobile sinks are controlled as in [19] - [21] . Chakrabarti et al. [19] present a controlled path for sink mobility to improve the network performance. In [20] , a MobiRoute routing protocol using a path predictable mobile sink in which all of nodes in WSNs need to be aware of the movement of the mobile sink. Reference [21] declares that the shortest path tree (SPT) is utilized to select the cluster heads to decrease the transmission cost with a controlled path sink mobility. However, the controlled sink mobility also brings novel challenges, for instance, the optimal travel trajectory of sink and the delay issue of data delivery because of sink movement. Especially, the state of art researches is lack of theoretical performance analysis, for instance, the throughput capacity on data gathering.
As depicted in Fig.1 , assume that a mobile sink deployed in a detected environment moving along a controlled trajectory periodically. The entire WSNs are composed of three types of devices: GN that is responsible for data gathering, SN is taken as wireless sensing and mobile sink that performs collecting data from GNs instead of all of nodes. In Fig.1 , mobile sink at a stay position is assumed to be controlled due to the controlled path and constant speed of mobile sink. Moreover, mobile sink completes a round from the start point and visits each GN and back to the start point. Consequently, the main challenge is that we consider the case where the applications tolerate delayed information to the mobile sink.
In this paper, we propose a framework to minimize path of the mobile sink visited all of GNs with delay constraint using a mobile sink which has a constant speed and moves along a controlled trajectory in WSNs. Accordingly, MSFLA is provided to address the optimal problem. Subsequently, we propose a load balance BCS-based data gathering scheme that significantly mitigates the energy consumption and relieves the hot-problem. In our proposal, SNs sense data of the interest field, and forward such data to the nearest GNs by the shortest path routing. On one hand, GNs are selected not only considering the residual energy of nodes but the distance to the center of detected field. On the other hand, the mobile sink only visits GNs rather than all SNs in each round. In particular, the throughput capacity of BCS data gathering scheme is analyzed from the standpoint of theory and we can conclude that it can obtain (
This paper makes the following contributions:
• Minimization movement trajectory path length with delay constraint problem is formulated. We develop an algorithm for above scheme to find an optimal travel path for sink that is MSFLA. Above all, chaos sequence is utilized to construct a diversified population to enhance their quality. Then, to accelerate the convergence rate and avoid the local optimal, adaptive leap step is provided. To the end, we provide the details to address aforementioned problem using MSFLA algorithm.
• BCS-based data gathering scheduling is presented by exploiting mobility of sink, where GN is selected jointly considering the nodes' residual energy and the distance to the center of detected field in each round. Furthermore, constraint election technique of GNs is described. After GNs are selected, otherSNs (children nodes) join the closet GN through the shortest path, and thus each of row of projection matrix constructed is related to one routing from GN to its children nodes.
• More importantly, a comprehensive theoretical analysis on the capacity of BCS-based data gathering is given. We can conclude that the capacity per node is closely related to these parameters: data transmission rate W , the number of measurements M and interference impact .
• Extensive numerical results are presented to validate the efficiency of the proposed technique. Experiment demonstrates that it not only reduces transmission cost, but balance load of the network so that it also avoid energy hole problem through mobile sink.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Outline the BCS background, system model and problem formulation in Section 3. MSFLA is described and then we obtain the optimal mobile movement path using MSFLA in Section 4. In Section 5, the details of BCS-based data gathering protocol is introduced and design approach of GNs is shown. Section 6 analyzes the capacity of our strategy. It evaluates the performance of our proposed scheme by extensive numerical results in Section 7. To this end, Section 8 concludes the paper and future work is given.
II. RELATED WORKS
Mobility management is the most important challenge in WSNs, ad hoc networks and mesh networks. Therefore, more and more researchers have dedicated to design an energy efficient mobile WSNs. In this section, we briefly review some related work on the mobile data gathering schemes. The state of the art researches on sink mobility can be classified into two types: random trajectory and controlled trajectory.
A. RANDOM TRAJECTORY
Sinks move along the random path of the network [15] , [18] , [22] , [23] . In [15] and [18] , a two-dimensional random walk for mobility is given. On the other hand, three-tier architecture of MULEs is proposed and compared to the traditional fixed networks, the system is more robust. However, the authors claim that there is one shortcoming, which is high latency of this type of wireless network as the sink moves randomly in the network. Nguyen et al. [22] take integration between CS and the random mobility of sensors to sparse sensing the interest physical signal. Note that in this approach, each mobile sink has MCS measurements to be able to recovery the original signal rather than all signals. This scheduling does dramatically save energy of the network. Reference [23] considers that the burden of the network can be shifted away by mobile agent and inherent node redundancy in such dense networks can be exploited and original signal reconstructed from a small fraction of data packets. In summary, the random trajectory suffers from high delay and uncontrollable path leading to the poor network performance. Thus, more researches have shifted to considering jointly CS and controlled trajectory of mobile sink to improve the efficiency of wireless network.
B. CONTROLLED TRAJECTORY
Recently, most of the research work on controlled trajectory of mobile sink has focused on how to design an optimal path to relieve the burden in WSNs and further prolong the lifetime of the network. Lee et al. present an optimal movement strategy by a class of Markovian strategies and demonstrate that this scheme minimize the data loss rate of the whole networks. Especially, compared to the conventional random walk strategy, this scheduling can produce 70% energy saving [17] . Luo et al. [20] provide an algorithm for adaptively controlled mobility so as to maximize network lifetime and in turn balance the traffic load. In [24] , a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) analysis model is presented and the heuristics algorithm aiming to control the sink mobility, namely, Greedy Maximization Residual Energy (GMRE) is also provided. However, the delay constraint in this algorithm is not considered. Reference [25] proposes a centralized and distributed heuristics to plan mobile sensors' tour in an energy-balanced way to achieve successfully maximization network lifetime. Gao et al. [26] provide a novel data gathering scheduling called Maximum Amount Shortest Path(MASP), which is not only maximize the amount of data gathering of network, but select the shortest path for the mobile sinks to further reducing the communication consumption. In additional, an integer linear programming is formulated and a genetic algorithm is made to address the NP-hard problem. However, the schemes in [25] and [26] also suffer from the same issue as in [24] , that is high latency is not taken into consideration. An energy efficient path planning scheme in WSNs using the mobile sink is presented in [27] in which a rendezvous points (RPs) is defined and the mobile sink only visits the RPs instead of all of nodes in WSNs. Moreover, the delay bound is given. Then, an optimal moving path called weighted rendezvous planning (WRP) is introduced. Thus, compared to the existing approaches, simulation results have shown that the scheme reduces energy cost by 22% and improves the network lifetime by 44%.
References [28] and [29] demonstrate cell strategy and mobility can increase the capacity of wireless networks. Unfortunately, there are a few theory analysis for the existing CS-based data gathering with a controlled tour path [17] , [20] , [24] - [27] . Therefore, in our presented scheme, minimization movement tour path problem of mobile sink with delay constraint is formulated. Nevertheless, a novel BCS-based data gathering algorithm is proposed, where constraint selection approach is shown. And mobile sink only visit a fraction of nodes instead of all nodes in the networks. Finally, we also analyze the capacity of BCS-based data gathering scheme.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. BCS BACKGROUND [12] Assume that original signal X ∈ R N is compressible or has a sparse representation in some domain . Therefore, we denote the sensor node readings X in WSNs with the following Eq.(1).
where is the basis matrix, S is coefficient vector. It is noted that the signal is K -sparse if X can be represented as a linear combination of K column vectors of with K N . It means that it has only K non-zero elements or N −K smallest entries can be ignored. As a consequent, is considered as sparse basis. In this case, the signal can be compressed with the help of linear projection. On the other hand, the projection matrix ∈ R M×N is a M × N measurement matrix. And Y ∈ R N is the measurement vector and K < M < N . To this end, the measurements can be represented as in Eq. (2) .
However, in the practical application system, observation signals generally carry noise. Suppose that noise denoted n is Gaussian noise which may be a zero-mean and variance σ 2 . Thus, projection measurements can be described in Eq. (3).
In this case, CS problem has been converted into a linear regression problem with the constraint that X is sparse. Therefore, we introduce the Gaussian probability model, then Eq.(3) can be denoted in Eq.(4).
Meanwhile, CS problem can be considered as posterior estimation of x and σ 2 . To address the estimation problem, sparse Bayesian learning and RVM is utilized [11] . Thus, in terms of Bayesian theory, data compressive is represented BCS.
B. SYSTEM MODEL 1) ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
We model the WSNs as a graph G(υ, e) where υ is the set of sensor nodes, and edge set e represents the wireless links among different nodes in WSNs. d ij is called Euclidean distance between node i and node j. In this paper, we choose the same energy consumption as [30] . For a sensor node, we assume that E Ti (L, d) and E Rj (L) describe energy consumption of transmission and receive L bits data packets, respectively. Then, the energy consumption model is as follows:
where E elec represents the power dissipated to run the transmitter or receive circuity of node. On the other hand, ε amp and ε fs describe energy consumption for multi-path fading amplifier and free-space amplifier corresponding to d is greater or equal than d 0 and less than d 0 in Eq. (5). d is the transmission distance between node i and node j, while
2) TRANSMISSION MODEL [31] In this paper, all nodes employ a common transmission range d r and denote the impact of interference. When node x i transmits node x j over a certain subchannel, the transmission is successfully if the coming two conditions hold:
for every other node x q that simultaneously transmits over the same subchannel.
In addition, here, we define the delay of data transmission and network lifetime and capacity.
Definition 1 (Data Delivery Delay): Data delivery delay is defined as the time spent by the mobile sink moving along the trajectory from one sink location to the next sink location.
Definition 2 (Network Lifetime):
The network lifetime is defined as the elapsed time of the first senor node dies of the whole network.
Definition 3 (Capacity): The capacity of data gathering C is the maximum rate that every node can send to the sink in WSNs.
3) ASSUMPTIONS
In this paper, we describe the following assumptions.
(i) SNs are randomly deployed in a monitoring area. N is the number of sensor nodes in WSNs.
(ii) SNs and GNs have the same initial energy E 0 , while mobile sink has an amount of initial energy to complete data gathering.
(iii) The speed of mobile sink is constant v.
(iv) Suppose that all nodes share the same frequency to transmit data, and time division multiple access (TDMA) is utilized to channel access.
(v) Mobile sink collects data from the GNs only in the closet distance. Hence, we consider that distance between GNs and mobile sink is d r .
4) PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we discuss minimization tour path for WSNs under the delay constraint with a mobile sink. It is noted that the mobile sink travels from start point and queries each GN and back to the start point that is called a round. Assume that there are different pos
In fact, G is also the volume of cells of the whole networks. SNs are distributed randomly in A × A field.
First of all, based on the above analysis of energy consumption model, the total energy consumption (take d < d 0 for example) for SN i is
where x ji represents node i receives the number of data from node j. x iq is the number of transmitting data from node i to node q. Then, the total energy consumption for each GN i is as follows.
It can be seen from Eq. (10) 
For the r th round, node i should fulfill the flow constraint, for instance, output flow should equal to input flow plus generated data during the mobile sink movement. Hence, in the r th round, the flow constraint is as follows. (12) where λ i denotes data generation rate, x r ij represents the number of data from node i to node j in r th round at sink position pos. t r is defined as the time span in each round. However, it does not include the time from one position to the next position. t r is the moving time during the sink node from the r th to (r + 1) th .
Based on the delay constraint analysis, the two variables t r and t r should follow the relationship.
Furthermore, the total energy consumption at the node i cannot exceed the initial energy E 0 .
Additionally, the objective function is the total length of mobile sink travel path using the coming Eq. (16) .
where Path(GN i , GN i+1 ) denotes the distance between two nodes GN i and GN i+1 . GN x i and GN y i are the coordinates of node GN i (i = 0, 1, ...G). Therefore, our problem is formulated as follows:
It is obvious that we can also minimize the whole network energy because of the shortest of the mobile sink trajectory path. subject to (13)- (15) and
If you directly solve above optimal problem, it is not an excellent choice and it is time-consuming task. Hence, in the next section, an intelligent and efficient algorithm based on MSFLA is given.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
The aforementioned problem in Section 3 generally considered as NP-hard problem [32] . In this section, a heuristic solution for above problem is presented according to MSFLA. SFLA is an intelligent swam optimization approach inspired by the nature memetic evolution of a great deal of frogs during searching for food. It is provided by Eusuff et al. [33] . In SFLA scheme, the population is divided into several parallel sub-communities (memeplex), which are allowed to evolve independently and search the space along the different directions. Each frog has its own idea, and the frog in the same community can exchange their idea through communication. The sub-community executes a local search. When the sub-community's local search is satisfied, the idea exchange among the sub-community will begin to accomplish the global search. Thus, they all experience the memetic evolution process, which promotes the quality of each individual of community and improves the performance of each frog leaping toward the destination position. Moreover, since the infection process is competitive and challengeable, frogs with better ideas must contribute more to the enhancement of the new ideas than those worse frogs. Consequently, the local and global search conduct alternatively until defined convergence criteria or iteration time is satisfied.
Basic SFLA usually has four phases: initial population generating, selection, mutation and population update. In this section, MSFLA is designed and adjusted to our application.
A. INITAL POPULATION GENERATING
Chaos is a kind of random motion state obtained by deterministic equations, which is a relatively common phenomenon in nonlinear systems. And it can be taken to random search. An excellent global search function can be achieved using the properties of the pseudo-random and ergodicity of chaotic variables. The function reflects the characteristic of the chaotic system. In order to present an initial value for a chaotic variable, a group of random sequences can be constructed through iteration of a chaotic iterative equation. In general, Logistic function is utilized to produce the chaotic sequence. Here, we provide the Logistic mapping in Eq. (20) .
where ξ is a control parameter. x k is some value of chaotic variable. It is note that chaotic variable is full-chaos state when α = 4. For example, chaotic variable is initialized as x 0 (x 0 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75) range 0 and 1, then generate the chaos sequence with the help of Eq. (20) . In other words, for a given initial, make pseudo-random sequence by iteration algorithm, accordingly, each iteration will complete one search, step by step, to the end, realize the throughout search VOLUME 6, 2018
of the chaos space to address the local optimal problem. Then, the improvements of standard SFLA is as follows. Firstly, construct µ random number range 0 and 1. Then, initialization z = (z 1 , z 2 , ..., z dim ), and generate 2popµ-dimension sequence with chaotic property. Then, map the variable z into the search space using the function x = a + (b − a) × z, which means that we can get 2pop initial frogs, pop of which is only chosen as initial population. As a consequent, diverse population is obtained and distributed uniformly into the space resulting in promoting the quality of initial frogs. It is noted that parameter a = −4, and b = 4.
B. SLECTION
In this section, we evaluate the fitness of a solution using Eq. (16) . However, how to implement constraint conditions Eq. (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) and Eq. (18-19) , the details is that solution with a smaller violation degree should be selected the optimization solution. Based on the fitness and constraints, we can choose the global best frog P g with the minimal fitness and a smaller violation degree.
C. MUTATION
The mutation operation is to generate a better individual to replace the worst frog P w . In this phase, the whole frogs will be divided sub-memeplex, frogs exchange ideas in each subcommunity. There are three cases for generating a better frog.
Case 1: We provide the adaptive step update approach relaying on the progress of the algorithm using Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) . In other words, at the beginning of the algorithm, D i should select a great value aiming to trap into local optimal, and as the number of iterations increases, D i gradually decrease to zero, which thus accelerates the convergence rate of the algorithm. If the fitness of the novel P neww is better than P w , P w is replaced by P neww . In fact, the strategy is also called adaptive update method.
where Ne i is the current iteration of intra-group, Ne denotes total iteration of intra-group. Case 2: If the fitness of P neww using Case 1 is worse than P w , P g will displace P b in Eq. (21) .
Case 3: If the fitness of Case 2 is still worse than the original P w , generate a random number to substitute for P w in Eq. (22) .
D. POPULATION UPDATED
When the mutation of all sub-community in an iteration is finished, population update is required. In mutation stage, individuals in intra-group has completed information exchange; subsequently all sub-group populations recombine a new community and update the global optimal solution P g . At last, it will go to the next iteration of MSFLA until some conditions are satisfied. The details of MSFLA are described in Algorithm 1 and the flow chart of this algorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 2 Fig.2(a) denotes the global search of algorithm 1 and Fig.2(b) 
V. BCS-BASED DATA GATHERING PROTOCOL
In the coming subsection, energy-efficient and load balance BCS-based data gathering protocol are provided. The scheme mainly includes six steps. The details are as follows.
Step 1: Generate a random network G(υ, e), all nodes have the same initial energy E 0 , there are three different types nodes: SN , GN and mobile sink. Mobile sink's initial position is in the center of the detected field.
Step 2: GNs are designed in the whole network. Here, two different schemes of GNs election are introduced. One is random selection (it is omitted for its simplicity.), the other is constraint selection. Moreover, constraint selection with probability p j not only takes fully the nodes' residual energy, but distance into account.
where r is the current round, E j is the residual energy of node j. In addition, distance threshold is set by Eq. (24) . When the distance d ij between node and the center of area is greater than D th , the node is capable of been a GN .
And thus, it is able to guarantee network burden balance. In terms of BCS theory, the mobile sink only needs M measurements from all ofGNsto recovery the original signal rather than N packets. The details of gathering nodes constraint selection strategy are shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Constraint Selection Algorithm of GNs
Input: coordinates of each node, number of nodes N in the field, E 0 , E elec , ε fs , maximum number of iteration it max , initial coordinate of sink, area size A × A Output: coordinates (GN .x, GN .y) and ID of GN 1: generate a random network 2: for i r = 1: it max 3: countGNs = 0 % counter for gathering nodes 4: rcountGN = 0 % counter for GNs per iteration 5: GN = 1 6: rcountGN = rcountGN + countGNs 7: for i = 1 : 1:
if SN (i).E > 0 then % node' s energy is greater than zero 9: temp r and = rand(0, 1) 10:
11:
D th = Step 3: When SN is elected as GN , all other SN joins the closet GN by the shortest path routing, and then SN directly transmits gathering data to its GN , while meanwhile, GNs send the Notifi information to sink such that sink is capable of acquiring all GNs' position and ID in WSNs. Furthermore, each GN and its own SNs share the same subregion that is here denoted as cell.
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Step 4: Subsequently, according to the above network topology to construct sparse projection matrix. The chosen non-zero components in each row are related to children nodes (SNs) which belong to their parent node (GN ). The parent nodes collect their own child nodes' data by shortest path and forward the mobile sink. Here, suppose that node 2, 6, 8 and 12 are chosen as GN , where the number of nodes is N = 12. In this case, we illustrate this process how to complete data gathering in details through Fig.3 . Suppose that node 6 is GN and φ ij = 0 of nodes 3, 7, 10. Next, node 6 initializes the first row of projection matrix by means of communication with the above nodes (3, 7, 10) , which immediately replies to node 6's query using their readings x j in one packet. Furthermore, node 6 collects all data together with its own data to store data in its own buffer. Step 5: Mobile sink travels the optimal controlled path (obtained the solution from Section 4 of objective function based on minimizing the sink travel path) to collect data from GNs when they are adjacent with each other in the whole WSNs in each round.
Step 6: To the end, the mobile sink reconstructs the original signal through BCS algorithm.
VI. CAPACITY ANALYSIS
The capacity of WSNs is generally constrained by the mutual interference of concurrent transporting between SNs. Therefore, in this subsection, we analyze the throughput capacity in such case with GNs and a mobile sink.
In order to demonstrate the impact of the contention constraint, a feasible schedule strategy is developed for our BCS data gathering. Here, suppose that the distance between any two GNs be at least 2r aiming to one GN is only covered by a single G i .
According to [34] , at each location G i , a virtual node is used so that we can achieve a schedule method to send (or receive) data during T 1 /(π d 2 r (2 + ) 2 )N for each T 1 s when N tends to infinity. As mentioned in Section III, TDMA is utilized. It is noted that the distance between any two adjacent location G i and G j should be at least 2(2 + )d r , then the transmission of any GNs in cell will not be disturbed by other cell as shown in Fig. 4 [31] . Then, we analyze the performance of data gathering scheme in terms of throughput capacity.
A. CONSTRUCT LOWER BOUND ON THE CAPACITY OF BCS-BASED DATA GATHERING WITH A MOBILE SINK
As aforementioned in Section 5, the initial location of sink is in the center of the interest field. Generally speaking, we can consider that there are three stages about BCS protocol. In the first stage, GN collects data from its offspring nodes over the same cell. However, in the second stage, GNs implements data processing by BCS approach. The last stage is to transmit data to the sink when it travels close to one certain GN , as shown in Fig.4 . 
Stage 1:
We assume that TDMA scheme is used, and the time horizon is divided into the same range frames so that each of which has χ 1 = π d 2 r (2 + ) 2 N slots. Unfortunately, this strategy is valid when only one cell in the whole WSNs. If there are many cells, in such scenario, χ 1 -TDMA is unfeasible. The reason is that two GNs in different cells may be scheduled to transport data at the same time slot. Therefore, in order to resolve the problem, a valid approach is presented, that is there are εχ 1 slots in each frames. ε denotes the number of slots in T , where T is the elapse time from the round that the data is forwarded from GNs to the round that data arrives at a sink.
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Then, there are χ 1 subframes in each frame. It is noted that every frame represents a period of the mobile sink T . Consequently, during each time slot, children nodes takes turn to send data to its parent node. Let α q ij with q = 0, 1, 2, ..., l is the total number of readings including collecting from its corresponding offspring nodes' and its own readings over the same cell, where q is the index of SN and l is the number of SNs over cell (i, j).
Stage 2: In the stage, each GN completes data processing using BCS. Suppose thatmis the transport index of each GN . After GN obtains its children nodes' readings, it generates l coefficients φ mq ij using the measurement matrix in Section 5. 
Stage 3: During the mobile sink travels at one certain GN ij , mobile sink receives data from each GN , and the process is repeated with M times in every cell. To the end, the sink at each location achieves M measurements. Thus the total number of data for sink is denoted using the following Eq. (26) .
As a result, the sink obtains M packets from the whole network, and implements one epoch data gathering.
Hence, the capacity of such WSNs is as follows.
Lemma 1:
The lower bound of capacity per node with the contention constraint is
Proof: The volume of gathering data transported to GNs in T 1 is analyzed. Transmission data rate is represented by W . Obviously, there are π d 2 r NGNs in 1-hop distance to the virtual node. So, we can conclude that the amount of data transmitted to the virtual node with the number of π d 2 r NGNs in T 1 is
However, in stage 1, the schedule takes O(χ 1 log GT 1 ) time for GNs to gather data. And, the time gap of the mobile sink to continually gather two slots' readings can be computed using the coming Eq. (29) .
As a result, the lower upper of final capacity is computed by the Eq. (30) .
B. CONSTRUCTIVE UPPER BOUND ON THE CAPACITY OF BCS-BASED DATA GATHERING WITH A MOBIE SINK
Lemma 2: The upper bound of capacity per node with the contention constraint is
Proof: Here, we will calculate the upper bound of capacity on our BCS data gathering strategy. Suppose that the sink can be 100% busy receiving readings from GNs at any frame. In other words, the sink should receive continually M measurements from all GNs in WSNs. Therefore, at least M time slots are required to gather measurements for the mobile sink. Accordingly, the upper bound of the capacity is
According to the aforementioned analysis, the conclusion is obtained. Theorem 1: Our presented approach can achieve the capacity ( 2 ) with a single mobile sink. As can be seen from the Theorem 1, the strategy in our paper obtains the optimal order capacity. And it is related to the four factors: data delivery rate W , the number of measurements M and impact parameter of channel interference.
VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATION A. PEFORMANCE OF MSFLA
We now apply the MSFLA approach to demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm. In this simulation, maximization iteration MaxIt = 100, local search iteration N e = 10, the total number of population is 500. From Fig5, we can see that the modified algorithm MSFLA is able to convergence to the optimal solution so quickly compared to the basic SFLA. The optimal solution of SFLA plateaus when iteration equals 75. However, iteration is 12 for MSFLA, it tends to be smooth and stable. The reason is that MSFLA not only considers diversity of the population, but the adaptive step update strategy is utilized. 
B. RECOVERY PERFORMANCE RECOVERY
In this subsection, we plot the figure that applies BCS-based method to reconstruct the temperature signals gathered by the VOLUME 6, 2018 WSNs located in Harvard University [35] . In this monitoring environment, sensor nodes with air temperature, min wind direction, and rain duration boards were deployed in the field as shown in Fig.6 . Each sensor node measured the interest physical signals from October 14 th , 2009 to November 21 st , 2009. Here, we pick up air temperature data sets from CitySense that is representative of the other datasets to analyze the reconstruction performance BCS-based algorithm. In the following evaluation, discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used as the sparse domain. In Fig.7 , we show that DCT coefficients of the air temperature sensed by the 1 st sensor node with the frame length is 887, are very sparse. Magnitude of DCT coefficient varies from −50 to 400, while coefficient index is greater than 200, the magnitude approximately equal to zero. In this simulation, the frame length is also 887 from the 1 st sensor node, K = 350. In order to further display the advantage of BCS, Fig.9 on the relationship between error ratio and number of BCS measurements is plotted. As can be seen from the graph, when the number of BCS measurements is less than 350, error ratio dramatically decrease as the number of BCS measurements increases. Maximization of error ration is 0.5166 when K = 100. In addition, when the threshold is greater than 350, the fluctuation trend steadily tends to be flat. Minimization of error ratio is 0.0585. Accordingly, error ratio is changing with the number of BCS measurements. In practice, we should choose the appropriate K depending on the requirements of reconstruction accuracy.
C. COMPARISON BETWEEN RANDOM SELECTION AND CONSTRAINT SELECTION ON GNs
We compare random selection against constraint selection of GN taking jointly senor nodes' current residual energy and distance into account in which one connected WSNs is considered. Fig.10 demonstrates that the two different approaches' visual results when the number of sensor nodes is N = 100. Fig.10 (a) displays the result of random selection. It is obvious that the distribution of GNs is non-uniformly in the detected area. Especially, about one third GNs assembles near the sink. And even, there are two neighbor SNs selected as GNs respectively. Nevertheless, Fig.10 (b) reveals the advantage since it considers the residual energy of sensor nodes and distance aiming to avoiding blind choice so as to the elected GNs are deployed uniformly.
D. NETWORK LIFETIME ANALYSIS
The simulation parameters are set: there are 100 nodes deployed in the area 100 × 100m 2 . The sink velocity is set 1m/s, sensor nodes initial energy is 5J . DGA algorithm [36] also utilizes the SPT which is similar to our proposed scheme. So we compare DGA with our scheme. Sink mobility problem usually can be formulated as the well-known Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), while it is also considered as NP-hard problem. We use the Concorde TSP solver [37] to achieve the optimal solution of TSP. However, the performance of DGA is worse than TSP, because of these shortcomings such as not applying BCS strategy to reduce energy consumption. When the number of sensor nodes is 100, the lifetime maximization only yield to 2000s. Although TSP utilizes BCS technique, its network lifetime is short because of brute-force search method leading in the whole WSNs. While random selection not only makes full use of BCS algorithm and MSFLA, thus its performance is better than TSP. Our strategy jointly considers nodes' residual energy and distance thereby it achieves the longer network lifetime than random selection. We plot Fig.11 to demonstrate the efficiency of our scheme comparing with the other three methods. Take N = 100 for example, our proposed approach is about 3000s, which increase by 16.7% comparing to random selection.
E. ENERGY CONSUMPTION DISCUSS
We here set the same parameters as in section 7.4 experiment. Fig.12 plots the relationship between the number of sensor nodes and energy consumption. Obviously, DGA algorithm shows the poor performance among the different four algorithms. When the number of sensor nodes equals to 100, the total energy consumption is about 75J . Nevertheless, the energy consumption increases to about 235J , when the number of nodes is 400. Comparing to N = 100, the energy consumption of N = 400 achieves approximately to 3.1 times. To some extent, the velocity of energy depletion is very fast. However, TSP's energy consumption is less than DGA range from [100, 600]. That is because it makes use of BCS. Random selection's performance is superior to TSP method. Take N = 600 for example, the former is about 285J , the latter is 320J . As a whole, our presented method has the best performance among the four schemes, especially as the number of sensor nodes steadily increases, the effectiveness is more prominent. In other words, the gap between them becomes bigger as observed in Fig.11 . When the number of nodes is maximization 600, the difference become bigger comparing against other cases, the corresponding energy consumption of DGA, TSP, random selection, and our proposed are 361J , 321J , 287J , 195J , respectively. Fig.13 (a) and Fig.13 (b) describes that relationship between path length and number of sensor nodes when nodes are deployed in area of 100 × 100m 2 and 200 × 200m 2 for random selection algorithm GN and our proposed algorithm respectively. From the Fig.12 (a) , we can observe that the path length of random selection's sink movement yields to about 680 when N = 300, which is far greater than our presented scheme's path length (about 585). Minimization of our scheme is 160 or so when the number of sensor nodes is range from 50 to 300. In our provided strategy, it not only considers the distance, but considers the residual energy so that the effectiveness of our algorithm is more evident than random selection.
F. PATH LENGTH EVALUATION
As can be seen from the Fig.13 (b) , the aforementioned advantages are further exploited to enhance the performance of the tour path. Therefore, when the number of sensor nodes is [50, 300], the path lengths are all shorter than random selection. In addition, as the number of sensor nodes increases, comparing against Fig.13 (a) , the gap becomes bigger between random selection and our proposed algorithm. Take N = 150 and N = 250 for example, the corresponding gaps of path length are 74(100 × 100m 2 . It means that on one hand, our proposed approach is better than random selection in the same size field. On the other hand, with the increase of size of monitoring area, the advantage of our proposed is more remarkable.
G. DATA DELIEVRY DELAY
In this simulation, we evaluate the performance of utilizing a mobile sink in the process of data gathering along the controlled trajectory in terms of the total data delivery delay for three schemes: TSP, random selection and our proposed method. Assume that three approaches gather the same amount of data in one round by the mobile sink. Fig.12 plots the relationship between sink speed and average delivery delay. From the graph, it can be seen that average delivery delay decrease accordingly as the sink speed increase. The average delay of TSP is higher than the other two schemes. The reason is brute-force search in WSNs. Random selection utilizes MSFLA, so its delay is shorter than TSP. When the sink speed becomes faster, the difference between our presented strategy, TSP and random selection is bigger as shown in Fig.14 . Our proposed algorithm adopts the MSFLA and jointly takes nodes' residual energy and distance, which can effectively overcome the other two approaches' weakness such that reduce the data delivery delay. 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a novel Bayesian compressive data gathering strategy, which is a new algorithm for minimizing tour path for mobile sink. The technique chooses a set of nodes considering the current residual energy and distance aiming to avoid energy holes while ensuring data gathering in given time. Apart from that, chaos method is carried out to obtain the diversity of population and adaptive step update approach is utilized to accelerate convergence of MSFLA. Especially, we analyze the capacity of BCS data gathering and conclude that it can achieve ( W M ×(2+ ) 2 ) capacity per node. In other words, in terms of theory, shown that mobility and cell scheme does promote the throughput of network.
Our experiment results, which are performed in MATLAB platform, indicate that the proposed method is capable of obtaining a uniformly distributed scheme of GNs in comparison to the random selection approach. Furthermore, our proposed algorithm also reconstruct original signal with high accuracy, mitigates energy depletion, prolong the network lifetime and minimizing the path length in contrast to DGA algorithm, random selection, TSP.
As a future work, we plan extend our work to the coming aspects. Reference [38] shows that optimization projection will obtain better reconstruction performance than random projection matrix. Thus, one possible extend work is to study optimization projection. In addition, for applications where obstacles exist in the interest field, sink travel path should be carefully designed to avoid such obstacles. Hence, the other extent work will include that how to design novel obstacleawareness compressive data gathering scheme to facilitate practical applications. 
